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North and West Terraces
Window walls: 72’ long, north (foreground); 62’ long, west (right)
Canopy projections: 25’, north; 11’, west
Heights: 9’ a.f.f. to uplights; 16’ to bottom of canopy framing
Lighting: (11) T151-0250-X-02-A-VX-0 (5 north side; 6 west side)
Estimated illuminance: 9 fcai on canopy surfaces; 2.3 fcai on terraces
Estimated power density: 1.0 W/sf of exterior canopy area

elliptipar Style T151
Located on the Seattle waterfront
on a challenging parcel of land with
a 40 ft. grade change, the Olympic
Sculpture Park site presented many
demanding design requirements for
the architects. Land that once housed
a fuel storage facility now showcases
21 art installations and an 11,000
square foot pavilion and amphitheater.
With dramatic views of Puget Sound
and the Olympic Mountains, the park
is a dynamic and flexible environment
where art, commerce and nature
intersect.
Luminaires mounted on interior
columns around the glass curtain wall
of the PACCAR Pavilion illuminate the
exterior roof deck, while providing
additional light on some secondary
interior ceiling surfaces. Standard Style
T151 fixtures with 250W tungsten
halogen lamps are mounted from the
columns using cantilevers designed
by The Lighting Quotient’s Customs
Department.

Designed to support both single and double luminaires, while reducing
visual clutter on the ceiling, the custom cantilever assemblies are secured to
mounting features provided by the column manufacturer. The outdoor Style
T151 was chosen because its yoke and wiring details coordinate easily with
the special support system.

With its compact size and design that
accommodates minimal setbacks and wide
spacing, the Style T151 is an ideal solution
for unobtrusive uplighting. A micro-prismatic,
tempered glass lens with silicone gasketing
seals out dirt and moisture to help maintain
performance.

The compact Style T151 reflector
creates a powerful lighting solution
from a minimal source. The reflectors
are aimed at a steep angle to cover
both interior and exterior surfaces,
providing diffuse illumination free of
shadows and glare. The inviting glow
of the luminous surface creates a
welcoming beacon in the night sky.
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